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Warning—Disconnect Power Before Servicing 
All electrical work should be completed by a licensed electrician.  

At left, the flat socket bracket  (foreground) 
can be bent to  accomodate various channel 
widths, and can allow for one or two lamp  
fixtures. 5.25” and 4.25” bend  configurations 
are shown.
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Aligning the tek screw in the center
of the tek screw slot allows for 
maximum adjustment, if necessary. 
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Pre-Installation Work
On existing fixture, remove the lamp(s), ballast cover(s) and/or reflector(s), ballast(s), lamp 
sockets, etc. If new retro fit IS prewired from the factory, please proceed to the installation 
instruction detail for prewired kits. If new retro kit is NOT prewired, insert sockets provided  
(figure 1) in socket bracket ( figure 2). Note, socket bracket can be used for one (figure 2a)
or two (figure 2b) lamps per four foot section. Total number of lamps per four foot section 
determines the appropriate socket assembly. 

Installation
Prewired Kits
Attach ballast to existing fixture. Be sure to install ballast in a position allowing the black 
and white ballast wires to connect with appropriate line leads from electrical system. Socket 
bracket assembly will “dangle” from ballast wires during installation. 

Non-Prewired Kits
If kits are not prewired from the factory, additional wiring is required. Attach ballast to exist-
ing fixture. Be sure to install ballast in a position allowing the black and white ballast wires to 
connect with appropriate line leads from electrical system. Proceed to wiring ballast wires to 
socket bracket assembly per manufacturer’s wiring instructions.  Eight foot fixtures generally 
require one ballast lead to be extended to reach the end of the fixture. While wiring ballast 
wires to bracket assembly, the socket bracket assembly (with attached ballast wires) will 
“dangle” from ballast wires during installation.
 
Socket Bracket Assembly Installation
Bend socket bracket to the width of the fixture by wrapping around the outside of the exist-
ing fixture channel (figure 4). Attach the socket bracket assembly to existing fixture using Tek 
screws provided (figure 1) leaving an approximate 1/8” gap between the end of the fixture and 
the socket bracket assembly (figure 4). This allows proper connection of lamp to socket. For 
eight foot fixtures, install the socket brackets to the end of the fixture (as described above). 
Determine center point of the existing fixture. Install two center socket bracket assemblies to 
the center of the fixture (figure 3). Insert the Tek screw in the center of the Tek Screw slot on 
the bracket assembly (figure 4). Lateral adjustments can be easily made by loosening the Tek 
screw on either side of the fixture and sliding the socket bracket assembly to ensure proper fit 
(figure 4).
 
Final Installation
Connect ballast wires to the appropriate line leads from electrical system according to the 
ballast manufacturer’s instructions. Using the quarter-turn fasteners (figure 1,6 & 7), connect 
the ballast cover or reflector (figure 6 & 7). If using an eight foot reflector kit align and connect 
the reflectors at the center of the fixture with the plastic aligning clips provided (figure 1 & 8).

  Kit Includes: 
  Reflectors or Ballast Covers 
  (not shown)
  Sockets and Socket Brackets
  Quarterturns and Tek Screws
  Aligning Clips (8ft reflector kits only)
  Ballast (optional)

Socket
Bracket

center point of fixture

At left, the diagram shows placement of the 
center socket brackets at the  center of 8’ 
fixtures. After positioning  and connecting
 the ballast, the middle brackets are placed
back to back before placing and securing the
end brackets.
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FIGURE 5 FIGURE 6
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Figure 6 shows the assembly of 
an 8 ft ballast cover kit. Socket brackets
are shown converted to a 2 lamp fixture,
but could be easily coverted to 4 lamps as well.

Figure 7 at left shows the assembly of an 8ft reflec-
tor kit. The only difference is the use of reflectors
instead of ballast covers. Plastic aligner clips are
also placed on adjoining reflectors allowing them
to remain even. 

Shown above is a 4ft strip fixture with ballast cover. End 
socket brackets are placed at each end of the fixture. 
8ft fixtures (at right and bottom) contain middle socket
brackets as well.

1237 (Tek Screw)

1172 (Quarterturn)

3011-UNI  (Socket 
Bracket)

Ballast Cover
5628-425 or
5628-500

                             5665  (Socket)

1237 (Tek Screw)

3011-UNI  (Socket 
Bracket)

Reflectors
4906-AW-QT-48 or
4906-OB-QT-48

                             5665  (Socket)

1172 (Quarterturn)

FIGURE 8

Figure 8, at right, shows placement
of the aligning clip which is used to 
maintain even edges on adjoining
reflectors.

1102 (Aligning Clip)

Reflector Edges


